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FEATURES OF

67 FARNINGHAM CRESCENT

Princess Rosethorn Living - A custom home with 
exceptional modern lines, a generous 3 + 2 
bedroom plan, signature outdoor space, outdoor 
covered patio and �nishings inspired by couture and 
luxury modern living. Exceptional �ow suited for 
daily life and entertaining, this home is only steps 
away from Exceptional schools, Shopping Malls and 
Parks. 

INCLUSIONS

FRIGIDAIRE PROFESSIONAL APPLIANCES: 

36” French door Refrigerator, 22 Cu. Ft. Counter 
Depth 

30” Free standing Electric Range, 5-Burner Glass 
top, Convection oven

30” Wall Convection Oven

24” Built in Dishwasher

30” Over-The-Range Microwave with Convection

22” 4.6 Cu. Ft., Beverage Centre, 

KENMORE Washer and Dryer 

Central Vacuum & Vac Pack 

Kitchen Cabinetry & Closet Organizers in all 
bedrooms by CCM Kitchens Inc 

BATHROOM FIXTURES: 

MASTER BATHROOM #1: 

60x30x28 freestanding bath tub & Freestanding 
Bathtub faucet with P. Balance chrome

60” oak wall hang double vanity with poly marble 
top & 2 single hole faucets, chrome

36x48 shower base with linear drain with glass 
shower enclose by “All Ontario Glass” 

Rainfall stainless steel Shower panel

“Aquadom” one piece Dual �ush toilet 

Vanity mirror by “All Ontario Glass”

In Floor electrical heating

Electrical Towel Dryer

BATHROOM# 2: 

48” walnut wall hung vanity with poly marble top 
& single hole faucet, chrome

32x60 shower base with glass shower enclose by 
“All Ontario Glass”  

Midland shower panel with waterfall, black

“Aquadom” one piece Dual �ush toilet 

Vanity mirror by “All Ontario Glass”

In Floor electrical heating

Electrical Towel Dryer

BATHROOM #3: 

48” walnut wall hung vanity with poly marble top 
& single hole faucet, chrome

36x48 shower base with glass shower enclose by 
“All Ontario Glass”  

Midland shower panel with waterfall, black

“Aquadom” one piece Dual �ush toilet 

Vanity mirror by “All Ontario Glass” 

In Floor electrical heating

Electrical Towel Dryer

POWDER ROOM: 

36” glossy white wall hung vanity with poly marble 
top & single hole faucet, chrome

“Aquadom” one piece Dual �ush toilet 

Vanity mirror by “All Ontario Glass” 

LAUNDRY: 

48” walnut wall hung vanity with quartz counter top 
with Gemini under mount stainless steel sink & single 
hole faucet, chrome

 

KITCHEN: 

Quartz counter top with Gemini under mount 
stainless steel sink & single hole hands free faucet, 
chrome, Quartz backsplash 

BAR: 

Quartz counter top with Gemini under mount 
stainless steel sink & single hole faucet, chrome 0 
Square Feet 

LUXURIOUS LIVING SPACE

Main �oor: 10’ ceiling in home study and family room, 
16’ cathedral ceiling in the living room, 9’ ceiling in 
the kitchen & dining room

9’ foot ceiling on second �oor and lower level

Custom Lower level Bar featuring a Beverage Center 
by “CCM Kitchens Inc”

 All glass and stainless steel interior railings by 
“Global Aluminum”

Energy and Water Ef�cient Appliances & Fixtures 

All LED lighting thru out home 

“Willcorp”  ceiling fans in the living room and master 
bedroom

Quartz countertops and backsplash by “Eddy 
Stones”

Corona Stone one grey exterior tiles and Stucco 
exterior cladding with extra 2” Styrofoam 
insulation

Fully insulated garage

Rough in electrical car charger in the garage

CVC and additional VacPak in the kitchen

LUXURY CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

In �oor heating in all bathrooms 

Ultra-modern open concept areas on the Main 
�oor with glass partitions

Roof Covered entry porch and side deck, large 
back yard deck, private master suite roof covered 
balcony 

LED interior lights, night LED guide lights

Sound System throughout home 

Lawn Irrigation system 

“Vinyl Professional” Windows, Energy ef�cient 
windows, coated with Low-E and Argon Gas �lled 

FULLY AUTOMATED “Smart” Home by 
CONTROL4 & voice responsive ALEXA

Italian tile/stone thru out

“Sunca Floors” wide plank engineered white oak 
hardwood �ooring 

“Valor” two natural gas direct vent high ef�ciency 
�replaces

Gas line for outdoor BBQ

Interior and Exterior HD Surveillance Cameras 

Smart Home Package

SMART HOME PACKAGE INCLUDES:

Wired and Wireless Network:

12 hard wired points around the house give the 
ability to connect a device to the network in any 
convent location around the home. Network 
set-up is equipped to handle network speeds of 
up to 1 Gigabyte per second. Fast 24 Network 
switch has POE function and can be used to give 
power to connected device. 3 Hi speed 5G or 
2.4G band Wireless Access points located on each 
�oor cover the whole house for fast wireless 
network without dead spots.  

Smart Home Thermostat:

Control the heating and cooling of your home, 
even when you're not around. In addition to the 
easy-to-set thermostat in your home, you can also 
set your home's temperature remotely with the 
web browser dashboard or within the mobile app. 
Turn down the heat when you’re not around to 
save energy and money, or start warming up the 
house when you’re on your way home from the 
of�ce.

Smart Home Intercom:

Answer the Door from Anywhere

Get instant alerts when visitors press your 
Doorbell or trigger the built-in motion sensors. 
Then use the free Ring app to see, hear and speak 
to guests from your smartphone, tablet or PC.

Motion-activated alerts

Crystal-clear 720HD video

Two-way talk with noise cancellation

Never Miss a Visitor

Ring lets you customize your motion sensors, so 
you’ll always be the �rst to know when you have a 
visitor. With infrared night vision and a 
weather-resistant design, you can monitor your 

home around the clock – day or night, rain or 
shine.

Custom motion zones

Infrared night vision

Theft Protection

Security Video Surveillance:

Five 4MP Hi-De�nition cameras cover all parts of 
the home including front and backyard.

Keep an eye out any time, all the time. At home, 
use your touch screen or phone as a video 
surveillance monitor. All cameras can be viewed 
from internal Touchpads Phone or even on Big 
Smart TV at Main �oor.  Included video DVR with 
continues recording gives you the ability to review 
and save all recording from the past. With home 
automation, home security is easy and reliable.

Multi-room Music System:

The evolutionary Music System, now with built-in 
X Stream, provides access to your custom music 
collection and favorite streaming services in every 
zone. Multi-room system is divided into 8 zones 
inside and outside the home. The Stream source 
can be shared by any of the zones in a home. The 
intuitive System App conveniently controls the 
entire system and displays metadata using touch 
screens, keypad and phones. 

Support for Voice Control with Amazon Alexa is 
now available. Enjoy the convenience of voice 
control for all of the most popular system 
commands.  Turn rooms on or off, adjust the 
volume, control the music, and even play your 
favorites, quickly and easily with voice commands 
available.

Media Centre:

Basement media Place is ready for setup and it is 
designed as a place for entertainment. 2 Internet 
outlets, 1 cable outlet and a place for smart wire 
give you easy set-up opportunity for any TV setup 
con�guration. 

To control any smart system in the house there are 
5 large touch screens installed around the home. 
They are powered from the main network switch 
and are connected to house network. Access to 
Video, Intercom, Multi-room sound and climate 
control systems is available from any touchscreen 
in the house.

Security systems:

Security system monitors all the doors in the 
house including the balcony door upstairs. Smart 
motions are placed on each �oor giving the ability 
to monitor all of the indoor space. Two keypads 
located at the front and garage doors can be 
easily accessed for control system, as well as laude 
siren installed in basement for alarm. Security 
system can be easily integrated to any securities 
monitoring company in Canada.  
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Princess Rosethorn Living - A custom home with 
exceptional modern lines, a generous 3 + 2 
bedroom plan, signature outdoor space, outdoor 
covered patio and �nishings inspired by couture and 
luxury modern living. Exceptional �ow suited for 
daily life and entertaining, this home is only steps 
away from Exceptional schools, Shopping Malls and 
Parks. 

INCLUSIONS

FRIGIDAIRE PROFESSIONAL APPLIANCES: 

36” French door Refrigerator, 22 Cu. Ft. Counter 
Depth 

30” Free standing Electric Range, 5-Burner Glass 
top, Convection oven

30” Wall Convection Oven

24” Built in Dishwasher

30” Over-The-Range Microwave with Convection

22” 4.6 Cu. Ft., Beverage Centre, 

KENMORE Washer and Dryer 

Central Vacuum & Vac Pack 

Kitchen Cabinetry & Closet Organizers in all 
bedrooms by CCM Kitchens Inc 

BATHROOM FIXTURES: 

MASTER BATHROOM #1: 

60x30x28 freestanding bath tub & Freestanding 
Bathtub faucet with P. Balance chrome

60” oak wall hang double vanity with poly marble 
top & 2 single hole faucets, chrome

36x48 shower base with linear drain with glass 
shower enclose by “All Ontario Glass” 

Rainfall stainless steel Shower panel

“Aquadom” one piece Dual �ush toilet 

Vanity mirror by “All Ontario Glass”

In Floor electrical heating

Electrical Towel Dryer

BATHROOM# 2: 

48” walnut wall hung vanity with poly marble top 
& single hole faucet, chrome

32x60 shower base with glass shower enclose by 
“All Ontario Glass”  

Midland shower panel with waterfall, black

“Aquadom” one piece Dual �ush toilet 

Vanity mirror by “All Ontario Glass”

In Floor electrical heating

Electrical Towel Dryer

BATHROOM #3: 

48” walnut wall hung vanity with poly marble top 
& single hole faucet, chrome

36x48 shower base with glass shower enclose by 
“All Ontario Glass”  

Midland shower panel with waterfall, black

“Aquadom” one piece Dual �ush toilet 

Vanity mirror by “All Ontario Glass” 

In Floor electrical heating

Electrical Towel Dryer

POWDER ROOM: 
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36” glossy white wall hung vanity with poly marble 
top & single hole faucet, chrome

“Aquadom” one piece Dual �ush toilet 

Vanity mirror by “All Ontario Glass” 

LAUNDRY: 

48” walnut wall hung vanity with quartz counter top 
with Gemini under mount stainless steel sink & single 
hole faucet, chrome

 

KITCHEN: 

Quartz counter top with Gemini under mount 
stainless steel sink & single hole hands free faucet, 
chrome, Quartz backsplash 

BAR: 

Quartz counter top with Gemini under mount 
stainless steel sink & single hole faucet, chrome 0 
Square Feet 

LUXURIOUS LIVING SPACE

Main �oor: 10’ ceiling in home study and family room, 
16’ cathedral ceiling in the living room, 9’ ceiling in 
the kitchen & dining room

9’ foot ceiling on second �oor and lower level

Custom Lower level Bar featuring a Beverage Center 
by “CCM Kitchens Inc”

 All glass and stainless steel interior railings by 
“Global Aluminum”

Energy and Water Ef�cient Appliances & Fixtures 

All LED lighting thru out home 

“Willcorp”  ceiling fans in the living room and master 
bedroom

Quartz countertops and backsplash by “Eddy 
Stones”

Corona Stone one grey exterior tiles and Stucco 
exterior cladding with extra 2” Styrofoam 
insulation

Fully insulated garage

Rough in electrical car charger in the garage

CVC and additional VacPak in the kitchen

LUXURY CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

In �oor heating in all bathrooms 

Ultra-modern open concept areas on the Main 
�oor with glass partitions

Roof Covered entry porch and side deck, large 
back yard deck, private master suite roof covered 
balcony 

LED interior lights, night LED guide lights

Sound System throughout home 

Lawn Irrigation system 

“Vinyl Professional” Windows, Energy ef�cient 
windows, coated with Low-E and Argon Gas �lled 

FULLY AUTOMATED “Smart” Home by 
CONTROL4 & voice responsive ALEXA

Italian tile/stone thru out

“Sunca Floors” wide plank engineered white oak 
hardwood �ooring 

“Valor” two natural gas direct vent high ef�ciency 
�replaces

Gas line for outdoor BBQ

Interior and Exterior HD Surveillance Cameras 

Smart Home Package

SMART HOME PACKAGE INCLUDES:

Wired and Wireless Network:

12 hard wired points around the house give the 
ability to connect a device to the network in any 
convent location around the home. Network 
set-up is equipped to handle network speeds of 
up to 1 Gigabyte per second. Fast 24 Network 
switch has POE function and can be used to give 
power to connected device. 3 Hi speed 5G or 
2.4G band Wireless Access points located on each 
�oor cover the whole house for fast wireless 
network without dead spots.  

Smart Home Thermostat:

Control the heating and cooling of your home, 
even when you're not around. In addition to the 
easy-to-set thermostat in your home, you can also 
set your home's temperature remotely with the 
web browser dashboard or within the mobile app. 
Turn down the heat when you’re not around to 
save energy and money, or start warming up the 
house when you’re on your way home from the 
of�ce.

Smart Home Intercom:

Answer the Door from Anywhere

Get instant alerts when visitors press your 
Doorbell or trigger the built-in motion sensors. 
Then use the free Ring app to see, hear and speak 
to guests from your smartphone, tablet or PC.

Motion-activated alerts

Crystal-clear 720HD video

Two-way talk with noise cancellation

Never Miss a Visitor

Ring lets you customize your motion sensors, so 
you’ll always be the �rst to know when you have a 
visitor. With infrared night vision and a 
weather-resistant design, you can monitor your 

home around the clock – day or night, rain or 
shine.

Custom motion zones

Infrared night vision

Theft Protection

Security Video Surveillance:

Five 4MP Hi-De�nition cameras cover all parts of 
the home including front and backyard.

Keep an eye out any time, all the time. At home, 
use your touch screen or phone as a video 
surveillance monitor. All cameras can be viewed 
from internal Touchpads Phone or even on Big 
Smart TV at Main �oor.  Included video DVR with 
continues recording gives you the ability to review 
and save all recording from the past. With home 
automation, home security is easy and reliable.

Multi-room Music System:

The evolutionary Music System, now with built-in 
X Stream, provides access to your custom music 
collection and favorite streaming services in every 
zone. Multi-room system is divided into 8 zones 
inside and outside the home. The Stream source 
can be shared by any of the zones in a home. The 
intuitive System App conveniently controls the 
entire system and displays metadata using touch 
screens, keypad and phones. 

Support for Voice Control with Amazon Alexa is 
now available. Enjoy the convenience of voice 
control for all of the most popular system 
commands.  Turn rooms on or off, adjust the 
volume, control the music, and even play your 
favorites, quickly and easily with voice commands 
available.

Media Centre:

Basement media Place is ready for setup and it is 
designed as a place for entertainment. 2 Internet 
outlets, 1 cable outlet and a place for smart wire 
give you easy set-up opportunity for any TV setup 
con�guration. 

To control any smart system in the house there are 
5 large touch screens installed around the home. 
They are powered from the main network switch 
and are connected to house network. Access to 
Video, Intercom, Multi-room sound and climate 
control systems is available from any touchscreen 
in the house.

Security systems:

Security system monitors all the doors in the 
house including the balcony door upstairs. Smart 
motions are placed on each �oor giving the ability 
to monitor all of the indoor space. Two keypads 
located at the front and garage doors can be 
easily accessed for control system, as well as laude 
siren installed in basement for alarm. Security 
system can be easily integrated to any securities 
monitoring company in Canada.  
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Princess Rosethorn Living - A custom home with 
exceptional modern lines, a generous 3 + 2 
bedroom plan, signature outdoor space, outdoor 
covered patio and �nishings inspired by couture and 
luxury modern living. Exceptional �ow suited for 
daily life and entertaining, this home is only steps 
away from Exceptional schools, Shopping Malls and 
Parks. 

INCLUSIONS

FRIGIDAIRE PROFESSIONAL APPLIANCES: 

36” French door Refrigerator, 22 Cu. Ft. Counter 
Depth 

30” Free standing Electric Range, 5-Burner Glass 
top, Convection oven

30” Wall Convection Oven

24” Built in Dishwasher

30” Over-The-Range Microwave with Convection

22” 4.6 Cu. Ft., Beverage Centre, 

KENMORE Washer and Dryer 

Central Vacuum & Vac Pack 

Kitchen Cabinetry & Closet Organizers in all 
bedrooms by CCM Kitchens Inc 

BATHROOM FIXTURES: 

MASTER BATHROOM #1: 

60x30x28 freestanding bath tub & Freestanding 
Bathtub faucet with P. Balance chrome

60” oak wall hang double vanity with poly marble 
top & 2 single hole faucets, chrome

36x48 shower base with linear drain with glass 
shower enclose by “All Ontario Glass” 

Rainfall stainless steel Shower panel

“Aquadom” one piece Dual �ush toilet 

Vanity mirror by “All Ontario Glass”

In Floor electrical heating

Electrical Towel Dryer

BATHROOM# 2: 

48” walnut wall hung vanity with poly marble top 
& single hole faucet, chrome

32x60 shower base with glass shower enclose by 
“All Ontario Glass”  

Midland shower panel with waterfall, black

“Aquadom” one piece Dual �ush toilet 

Vanity mirror by “All Ontario Glass”

In Floor electrical heating

Electrical Towel Dryer

BATHROOM #3: 

48” walnut wall hung vanity with poly marble top 
& single hole faucet, chrome

36x48 shower base with glass shower enclose by 
“All Ontario Glass”  

Midland shower panel with waterfall, black

“Aquadom” one piece Dual �ush toilet 

Vanity mirror by “All Ontario Glass” 

In Floor electrical heating

Electrical Towel Dryer

POWDER ROOM: 

36” glossy white wall hung vanity with poly marble 
top & single hole faucet, chrome

“Aquadom” one piece Dual �ush toilet 

Vanity mirror by “All Ontario Glass” 

LAUNDRY: 

48” walnut wall hung vanity with quartz counter top 
with Gemini under mount stainless steel sink & single 
hole faucet, chrome

 

KITCHEN: 

Quartz counter top with Gemini under mount 
stainless steel sink & single hole hands free faucet, 
chrome, Quartz backsplash 

BAR: 

Quartz counter top with Gemini under mount 
stainless steel sink & single hole faucet, chrome 0 
Square Feet 

LUXURIOUS LIVING SPACE

Main �oor: 10’ ceiling in home study and family room, 
16’ cathedral ceiling in the living room, 9’ ceiling in 
the kitchen & dining room

9’ foot ceiling on second �oor and lower level

Custom Lower level Bar featuring a Beverage Center 
by “CCM Kitchens Inc”

 All glass and stainless steel interior railings by 
“Global Aluminum”

Energy and Water Ef�cient Appliances & Fixtures 

All LED lighting thru out home 

“Willcorp”  ceiling fans in the living room and master 
bedroom

Quartz countertops and backsplash by “Eddy 
Stones”

Corona Stone one grey exterior tiles and Stucco 
exterior cladding with extra 2” Styrofoam 
insulation

Fully insulated garage

Rough in electrical car charger in the garage

CVC and additional VacPak in the kitchen

LUXURY CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

In �oor heating in all bathrooms 

Ultra-modern open concept areas on the Main 
�oor with glass partitions

Roof Covered entry porch and side deck, large 
back yard deck, private master suite roof covered 
balcony 

LED interior lights, night LED guide lights

Sound System throughout home 

Lawn Irrigation system 

“Vinyl Professional” Windows, Energy ef�cient 
windows, coated with Low-E and Argon Gas �lled 

FULLY AUTOMATED “Smart” Home by 
CONTROL4 & voice responsive ALEXA

Italian tile/stone thru out

“Sunca Floors” wide plank engineered white oak 
hardwood �ooring 

“Valor” two natural gas direct vent high ef�ciency 
�replaces

Gas line for outdoor BBQ

Interior and Exterior HD Surveillance Cameras 

Smart Home Package

SMART HOME PACKAGE INCLUDES:
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Wired and Wireless Network:

12 hard wired points around the house give the 
ability to connect a device to the network in any 
convent location around the home. Network 
set-up is equipped to handle network speeds of 
up to 1 Gigabyte per second. Fast 24 Network 
switch has POE function and can be used to give 
power to connected device. 3 Hi speed 5G or 
2.4G band Wireless Access points located on each 
�oor cover the whole house for fast wireless 
network without dead spots.  

Smart Home Thermostat:

Control the heating and cooling of your home, 
even when you're not around. In addition to the 
easy-to-set thermostat in your home, you can also 
set your home's temperature remotely with the 
web browser dashboard or within the mobile app. 
Turn down the heat when you’re not around to 
save energy and money, or start warming up the 
house when you’re on your way home from the 
of�ce.

Smart Home Intercom:

Answer the Door from Anywhere

Get instant alerts when visitors press your 
Doorbell or trigger the built-in motion sensors. 
Then use the free Ring app to see, hear and speak 
to guests from your smartphone, tablet or PC.

Motion-activated alerts

Crystal-clear 720HD video

Two-way talk with noise cancellation

Never Miss a Visitor

Ring lets you customize your motion sensors, so 
you’ll always be the �rst to know when you have a 
visitor. With infrared night vision and a 
weather-resistant design, you can monitor your 

home around the clock – day or night, rain or 
shine.

Custom motion zones

Infrared night vision

Theft Protection

Security Video Surveillance:

Five 4MP Hi-De�nition cameras cover all parts of 
the home including front and backyard.

Keep an eye out any time, all the time. At home, 
use your touch screen or phone as a video 
surveillance monitor. All cameras can be viewed 
from internal Touchpads Phone or even on Big 
Smart TV at Main �oor.  Included video DVR with 
continues recording gives you the ability to review 
and save all recording from the past. With home 
automation, home security is easy and reliable.

Multi-room Music System:

The evolutionary Music System, now with built-in 
X Stream, provides access to your custom music 
collection and favorite streaming services in every 
zone. Multi-room system is divided into 8 zones 
inside and outside the home. The Stream source 
can be shared by any of the zones in a home. The 
intuitive System App conveniently controls the 
entire system and displays metadata using touch 
screens, keypad and phones. 

Support for Voice Control with Amazon Alexa is 
now available. Enjoy the convenience of voice 
control for all of the most popular system 
commands.  Turn rooms on or off, adjust the 
volume, control the music, and even play your 
favorites, quickly and easily with voice commands 
available.

Media Centre:

Basement media Place is ready for setup and it is 
designed as a place for entertainment. 2 Internet 
outlets, 1 cable outlet and a place for smart wire 
give you easy set-up opportunity for any TV setup 
con�guration. 

To control any smart system in the house there are 
5 large touch screens installed around the home. 
They are powered from the main network switch 
and are connected to house network. Access to 
Video, Intercom, Multi-room sound and climate 
control systems is available from any touchscreen 
in the house.

Security systems:

Security system monitors all the doors in the 
house including the balcony door upstairs. Smart 
motions are placed on each �oor giving the ability 
to monitor all of the indoor space. Two keypads 
located at the front and garage doors can be 
easily accessed for control system, as well as laude 
siren installed in basement for alarm. Security 
system can be easily integrated to any securities 
monitoring company in Canada.  
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Princess Rosethorn Living - A custom home with 
exceptional modern lines, a generous 3 + 2 
bedroom plan, signature outdoor space, outdoor 
covered patio and �nishings inspired by couture and 
luxury modern living. Exceptional �ow suited for 
daily life and entertaining, this home is only steps 
away from Exceptional schools, Shopping Malls and 
Parks. 

INCLUSIONS

FRIGIDAIRE PROFESSIONAL APPLIANCES: 

36” French door Refrigerator, 22 Cu. Ft. Counter 
Depth 

30” Free standing Electric Range, 5-Burner Glass 
top, Convection oven

30” Wall Convection Oven

24” Built in Dishwasher

30” Over-The-Range Microwave with Convection

22” 4.6 Cu. Ft., Beverage Centre, 

KENMORE Washer and Dryer 

Central Vacuum & Vac Pack 

Kitchen Cabinetry & Closet Organizers in all 
bedrooms by CCM Kitchens Inc 

BATHROOM FIXTURES: 

MASTER BATHROOM #1: 

60x30x28 freestanding bath tub & Freestanding 
Bathtub faucet with P. Balance chrome

60” oak wall hang double vanity with poly marble 
top & 2 single hole faucets, chrome

36x48 shower base with linear drain with glass 
shower enclose by “All Ontario Glass” 

Rainfall stainless steel Shower panel

“Aquadom” one piece Dual �ush toilet 

Vanity mirror by “All Ontario Glass”

In Floor electrical heating

Electrical Towel Dryer

BATHROOM# 2: 

48” walnut wall hung vanity with poly marble top 
& single hole faucet, chrome

32x60 shower base with glass shower enclose by 
“All Ontario Glass”  

Midland shower panel with waterfall, black

“Aquadom” one piece Dual �ush toilet 

Vanity mirror by “All Ontario Glass”

In Floor electrical heating

Electrical Towel Dryer

BATHROOM #3: 

48” walnut wall hung vanity with poly marble top 
& single hole faucet, chrome

36x48 shower base with glass shower enclose by 
“All Ontario Glass”  

Midland shower panel with waterfall, black

“Aquadom” one piece Dual �ush toilet 

Vanity mirror by “All Ontario Glass” 

In Floor electrical heating

Electrical Towel Dryer

POWDER ROOM: 

36” glossy white wall hung vanity with poly marble 
top & single hole faucet, chrome

“Aquadom” one piece Dual �ush toilet 

Vanity mirror by “All Ontario Glass” 

LAUNDRY: 

48” walnut wall hung vanity with quartz counter top 
with Gemini under mount stainless steel sink & single 
hole faucet, chrome

 

KITCHEN: 

Quartz counter top with Gemini under mount 
stainless steel sink & single hole hands free faucet, 
chrome, Quartz backsplash 

BAR: 

Quartz counter top with Gemini under mount 
stainless steel sink & single hole faucet, chrome 0 
Square Feet 

LUXURIOUS LIVING SPACE

Main �oor: 10’ ceiling in home study and family room, 
16’ cathedral ceiling in the living room, 9’ ceiling in 
the kitchen & dining room

9’ foot ceiling on second �oor and lower level

Custom Lower level Bar featuring a Beverage Center 
by “CCM Kitchens Inc”

 All glass and stainless steel interior railings by 
“Global Aluminum”

Energy and Water Ef�cient Appliances & Fixtures 

All LED lighting thru out home 

“Willcorp”  ceiling fans in the living room and master 
bedroom

Quartz countertops and backsplash by “Eddy 
Stones”

Corona Stone one grey exterior tiles and Stucco 
exterior cladding with extra 2” Styrofoam 
insulation

Fully insulated garage

Rough in electrical car charger in the garage

CVC and additional VacPak in the kitchen

LUXURY CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

In �oor heating in all bathrooms 

Ultra-modern open concept areas on the Main 
�oor with glass partitions

Roof Covered entry porch and side deck, large 
back yard deck, private master suite roof covered 
balcony 

LED interior lights, night LED guide lights

Sound System throughout home 

Lawn Irrigation system 

“Vinyl Professional” Windows, Energy ef�cient 
windows, coated with Low-E and Argon Gas �lled 

FULLY AUTOMATED “Smart” Home by 
CONTROL4 & voice responsive ALEXA

Italian tile/stone thru out

“Sunca Floors” wide plank engineered white oak 
hardwood �ooring 

“Valor” two natural gas direct vent high ef�ciency 
�replaces

Gas line for outdoor BBQ

Interior and Exterior HD Surveillance Cameras 

Smart Home Package

SMART HOME PACKAGE INCLUDES:

Wired and Wireless Network:

12 hard wired points around the house give the 
ability to connect a device to the network in any 
convent location around the home. Network 
set-up is equipped to handle network speeds of 
up to 1 Gigabyte per second. Fast 24 Network 
switch has POE function and can be used to give 
power to connected device. 3 Hi speed 5G or 
2.4G band Wireless Access points located on each 
�oor cover the whole house for fast wireless 
network without dead spots.  

Smart Home Thermostat:

Control the heating and cooling of your home, 
even when you're not around. In addition to the 
easy-to-set thermostat in your home, you can also 
set your home's temperature remotely with the 
web browser dashboard or within the mobile app. 
Turn down the heat when you’re not around to 
save energy and money, or start warming up the 
house when you’re on your way home from the 
of�ce.

Smart Home Intercom:

Answer the Door from Anywhere

Get instant alerts when visitors press your 
Doorbell or trigger the built-in motion sensors. 
Then use the free Ring app to see, hear and speak 
to guests from your smartphone, tablet or PC.

Motion-activated alerts

Crystal-clear 720HD video

Two-way talk with noise cancellation

Never Miss a Visitor

Ring lets you customize your motion sensors, so 
you’ll always be the �rst to know when you have a 
visitor. With infrared night vision and a 
weather-resistant design, you can monitor your 

home around the clock – day or night, rain or 
shine.

Custom motion zones

Infrared night vision

Theft Protection

Security Video Surveillance:

Five 4MP Hi-De�nition cameras cover all parts of 
the home including front and backyard.

Keep an eye out any time, all the time. At home, 
use your touch screen or phone as a video 
surveillance monitor. All cameras can be viewed 
from internal Touchpads Phone or even on Big 
Smart TV at Main �oor.  Included video DVR with 
continues recording gives you the ability to review 
and save all recording from the past. With home 
automation, home security is easy and reliable.

Multi-room Music System:

The evolutionary Music System, now with built-in 
X Stream, provides access to your custom music 
collection and favorite streaming services in every 
zone. Multi-room system is divided into 8 zones 
inside and outside the home. The Stream source 
can be shared by any of the zones in a home. The 
intuitive System App conveniently controls the 
entire system and displays metadata using touch 
screens, keypad and phones. 

Support for Voice Control with Amazon Alexa is 
now available. Enjoy the convenience of voice 
control for all of the most popular system 
commands.  Turn rooms on or off, adjust the 
volume, control the music, and even play your 
favorites, quickly and easily with voice commands 
available.
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Media Centre:

Basement media Place is ready for setup and it is 
designed as a place for entertainment. 2 Internet 
outlets, 1 cable outlet and a place for smart wire 
give you easy set-up opportunity for any TV setup 
con�guration. 

To control any smart system in the house there are 
5 large touch screens installed around the home. 
They are powered from the main network switch 
and are connected to house network. Access to 
Video, Intercom, Multi-room sound and climate 
control systems is available from any touchscreen 
in the house.

Security systems:

Security system monitors all the doors in the 
house including the balcony door upstairs. Smart 
motions are placed on each �oor giving the ability 
to monitor all of the indoor space. Two keypads 
located at the front and garage doors can be 
easily accessed for control system, as well as laude 
siren installed in basement for alarm. Security 
system can be easily integrated to any securities 
monitoring company in Canada.  
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